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Please feel free to browse our website for other available items.Shuttle meets the current and future
demands of highperformance, power embedded computing, making it ideal for communications,
transaction terminal, interactive client, industrial automation applications, as well as for standard
home use.Please do not navigate to another page during this process. Thank you for your
patience.All Rights Reserved. Login to post Regards, joecoolvetteIn the list leftclick on Download In
this list leftclick on English Manual for Mainboard FB65 PDF,3.5MB Nope, doesnt work. Note to self;
AVOID Shuttle computers like the PLAGUE. Regards, joecoolvetteHere is the spec for your mobo
Good luck to you Please take a moment and rate my answer NicEnjoy! MikeHere is your solution.
140 Answer questions, earn points and help others. This page requires Javascript. Modify your
browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your browsers documentation for specific
instructions. Click here Connect with HP support faster, manage all of your devices in one place,
view warranty information and more. Learn more This port is for a VGA monitor or other
VGAcompatible devices. This port connects to the rear speakers on a 4channel, 6channel, or
8channel audio configuration. This port connects to the side speakers in an 8channel audio
configuration. This port connects a tape, CD, DVDThis port connects to headphones or a speaker. In
4channel, 6channel, and 8channel mode, the function of this port becomes Front Speakers Out. This
port connects a microphone. Damage to the motherboard can result.If you have forgotten your
password you may use this jumper to clear the password settings. We apologize for this
inconvenience and are addressing the issue. Please try again shortly. Disclaimer Sedo maintains no
relationship with third party advertisers. Reference to any specific service or trade mark is not
controlled by Sedo nor does it constitute or imply its association, endorsement or
recommendation.http://www.geoexcel.com/fckuploads/bt-converse-325-telephone-manual.xml

shuttle d33032 motherboard manual, n2801 d33032 motherboard manual, d33032
motherboard manual, d33032 motherboard manual download, d33032 motherboard
manual pdf, d33032 motherboard manual free, d33032 motherboard manual
downloads.
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Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn more The item may
have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully This item may be a floor model or an item that has
been returned to the seller after a period of use. See the seller’s listing for full details and
description of any imperfections. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window
or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. Contact the seller opens in a new window or
tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a
number less than or equal to 2. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. System Board Motherboards Amazon. Share to
Twitter Share to Facebook Share to Pinterest. Descargar Driver Hp Skyhawk D33007 Drivers.
Solonex Motherboard; P5gd2 Vm S Driver. G o o g l e Sketch. Find great deals on e. Hp Skyhawk
Motherboard D33007 Manual Treadmill Hp Skyhawk Motherboard D33007 Manualidades Bay for d.
System Board Motherboards Amazon. At this site you can download Motherboard d. Al inicio del
arranque konark puedo ver el modelo ya que la Bios est. Looking at the board it has two significant
numbers on it. N2801 D33032.http://weikiang.com/files/bt-converse-325-user-manual.xml

From what I am reading it seems to be a shuttle, but not sure much beyond that.Start Free Trial
Start Free Trial Trobador that top link did, I downloaded that package, and tried everyone with it not
working.Searched on the forum for my problem, there were no other problems. And I received an
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answer already from the site. Fixed everything except that there is one drive we cannot find which is
the internal Network CardIt is like having another employee that is extremely experienced.Covered
by US Patent.Covered by US Patent. This is made up of, pixels. The second takes photos the ideal
size for making 6 x 4 prints. Shutter Lag and Recycling Times. Dsc S700 Drivers For Mac No DxO
Sensor Score I must say 6s50 found the screen more or less impossible to see in bright sunlight. The
DSC S also comes with a couple of special resolutions. Skny close up work you can get to within 5cm
of the subject. Most of the key controls are available through buttons on the back of the camera and
also a control dial on the top. Again the problem is a lack of light. Image Capture Image Resolution I
was able to take seven shots before the internal memory was full. Jun 2, 2009 Did the device come
with software for the Mac. Upon installing programs for it, I found out that it doesnt support Sony
Cybershot DSCT900. Recent Drivers SONY CYBERSHOT DSC S700 DRIVER DOWNLOAD Please
enter a valid ZIP Code. Therefore a memory card is not supplied as standard. See details for
additional description. DxO Dynamic Range Score evs Yes Auto Focus Type Show less Show more.
Sony Cybershot DSCS650 and S700 get the FCC goahead Bundles that include this product. I have
no problems with the skin tones, but I would like to see the entire photo lightened up a notch or two.
Buffer size for RAW shooting in burst mode frames Top Sony Cameras Sony A It worked for years
until I dropped it and broke the flash.

The lowestpriced brandnew, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where
packaging is applicable. I would recommend this camera before any of the newer Sony cameras. It is
such a small camera and very easy to use. Sony Cybershot DSCS and S get the FCC goahead Shutter
speeds and aperture size are controlled automatically. This is the 3rd one of these I bought.
Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in nonretail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. Sony
estimate a typical pair of batteries should be good for around shots before they need replacing. You
can record movies at a maximum resolution of x pixels. Sony Dsc S700 Driver Download The first
s65 for playing back photos on a widescreen television. Sound can be recorded and although zoom
cannot be used while the movie is in progress it can be applied before shooting starts. This item
doesn’t belong on this page. At ISO the photo hits the dreadful mark. The DSC S is on the large side
to fit into a pocket, but is compact enough to be carried s6500 without a problem. I took some
pictures and those pictures turned out very nice. No Sensor shift image stabilization. There are 1
items available. Credit Cards processed by PayPal Special financing available. Get the item you
ordered or get your money back. Estimated on or before Wed. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Lettermail Canada 17 days, USA 412 days, international 720 days. Delivery speed may vary for
reasons customs, distance, holiday, etc. We keep the right to change shipping options and couriers.
Pickup Hours Monday to Friday, 930 am to 500 pm.We reserve the right to charge extra fees to
customers in remote locations, please ask for a quote before bidding. Payment PayPal preferred,
more options accepted. Please send timely payment, otherwise eBay will send an unpaid strike
automatically.



http://www.diamondsinthemaking.com/content/bose-pm-2-power-mixer-manual

Please post clear pictures of the label on products along returns, and send the same items back in
original box with good packing, otherwise we have right to refuse the refund. We will file claims to
couriers when parcels damaged on delivery, please reply couriers emails timely, otherwise we have
right to refuse your return, if you do not agree, please do not bid.Tested working well see the
pictures. With three concurrently usable graphics ports and numerous USB ports, it is highly flexible
for office and media applications and supports a huge range of processors too. This can make it a
mini server PC with RAID 10 support. Plus, there are two Intel network ports that support teaming
mode. The XH270 is the perfect basis for a powerefficient and reliable system for a wide range of
applications. The builtin heatpipe cooling ensures the system runs quietly at maximum stability.
Alwayson Jumper This machine is provided with a hardware solution to keep it permanently
switched on e.g. after a power outage. If you remove the jumper documented in the manual, the PC
then starts as soon as the power supply is restored. Highresolution DisplayPort The DisplayPort
connector allows for connections with digital highresolution displays. Besides picture signal,
DisplayPort cables can also lead digital sounds signals in excellent quality. HDMI interface Goodbye
cable spaghetti. Modern flatscreen TVs and largeformat TFT screens can be connected to this
MiniPC with just a single thin cable. Often the audio output is also transferred in brilliant quality via
the HDMI cable. Get your own personal surroundsound experience at home. Antitheft protection The
Kensington Lock forms part of the antitheft system. As with many other Notebooks, this MiniPC can
also be safely locked, ensuring longterm enjoyment from your Shuttle product. This enables external
devices such as USB hard disks to be connected and run at nearly the same speed as their internal
siblings. USB 3.
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0 is downward compatible so that also devices of previous USB generations can be hooked up. Very
clean, no dust. Shipped in ESD protective sleeve in a box. Return Policy 60 days warranty Dear
friends, the motherboard are 100% tested to ensure normal work before shipping, we will not send
you a problem and flawed motherboard, if you want to return, please look carefully return policy 1.If
return all expenses paid by the buyer 2.The buyer must return the motherboard within seven days,
Ensure motherboard packaging firm, and provide tracking single numbe. 3.Other problems are
settled through friendly negotiation. Shipping Most orders placed prior to 11AM PST ship same
business day Some lightweight items ship Postal and can be shipped to a PO BOX. Most other orders
will ship via UPS or FedEx. Please note we cannot ship UPS or FedEx to PO Box addresses.
Expedited orders will ship 2nd Day Air Returns This item is eligible for return within 30 days of
delivery. Opened items must be in resellable condition including original packaging and all
accessories. We focus on making purchasing online a pleasant experience. We offer flat rate Ground
shipping on all items less than 75 pounds that can be shipped via common carrier. Our sales office is
located in beautiful town of Redondo Beach, California, just a few miles South of Los Angeles
International Airport. We do not stock any inventory at our sales office. Instead, we ship from
several warehouses located throughout the country. Our sophisticated fulfillment system will
automatically ship from the warehouse location that is closest to your shipping address. Why are our
prices so low. Its simple. We have modeled our business much like a wholesaler. We sell in huge
volume and have streamlined our operations to provide you with the best combination of price and
service available anywhere. In addition, it supports the sixth generation of powerful Intel Core
desktop processors.

https://www.meslekpatent.com/images/Dell-Latitude-D420-Laptop-Manual.pdf

Thanks to its great connectivity it meets the requirements of many applications that extends from
office PC up to industrial applications. The system supports two displays with Ultra HD resolution,
dual Gigabit LAN, four USB 3.0 and four USB 2.0 ports and two serial ports WLAN and VGA port can
be added optionally. With this high level of efficiency and flexibility who needs a bulky tower PC
anyway Alwayson Jumper This machine is provided with a hardware solution to keep it permanently
switched on e.g. after a power outage. Fanless external power supply A highly effective external
power supply provides the Shuttle MiniPC with its energy. Condition is Used. Comes with processor
Shipped with USPS Priority Mail. Condition is Used. Shipped with USPS Priority Mail. No other
accessories are included in this sale. Please do not assume that the item for sale comes with any
other parts or accessories not already listed in the sellers description, e.g. power cords, adapters,
Installation CD’s, Drivers, Manuals, Back Plates, memory cards, etc.. Please see photos for what is
included in this sale. Please read all policies below prior to sending an offer or making the purchase.
Auction Policies Used Item Disclaimer Because this item is used it will show minimum to moderate
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cosmetic wear. Please view each of the pictures to get a better idea of condition specifics. Although
we do our best to clean the items before posting, we do not guarantee that the item will be
completely free of dust, sticker residue, etc. Please ask any questions regarding the condition of the
item prior to making an offer or purchase. Customer Service5 Star service is our number one
priority. Our office hours are MondayFriday 900AM to 500PM. Feel free to contact us anytime and
we will do our best to address any questions or concerns. Shipping There will be a shipping
surcharge for items shipped to Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Please contact us for total cost
before purchase. Thank you.

Your purchase will be processed, professionally packaged, and quickly shipped by our shipping
department. Your items will be shipped via USPS, FedEx, or UPS. NOT ALL ITEMS ARE ELIGIBLE
TO BE SHIPPED TO A P.O. BOX.A HOME OR BUSINESS ADDRESS MAY BE REQUIRED.PLEASE
CONTACT US PRIOR TO PURCHASEIF A P.O. BOX IS YOUR ONLY OPTION Customer Pick UpIf you
are in or around the Seattle area and would like to pick your purchase up in person, you can come
by and pick it up during business hours. Just send us a message with the listing number and we will
give you our address. You will save on the shipping costs by choosing this method.
CompatibilityCustomers are responsible for checking compatibility of all parts. Returns due to
incompatibility will be charged a 20% restocking fee to cover our shipping and handling costs.
Buyers assume full responsibility in these situations to cover return shipping costs. Refunds will be
processed upon return of item in good working order and verification of serial numbers. Warranty
Info Warranties, if available, are listed in each item description. If you do not agree to these terms,
do not make the purchase or send an offer. Cosmetic condition is very good. NO swollen capacitors.
PLEASE NOTE This model is the version with the Intel i440BX chipset, the HOT661V have the VIA
chipset. Return shipping at buyers expense. NO exceptions. Items paid using eChecks will only be
sent once payment have cleared. Typical wait time for this payment method is 810 business days.
Faster shipping is available. Please inquire before buying. If you have any questions, feel free to ask.
Thank you for your interest. CPU Socket 478 CPU please see official site support list , Pentium D and
Celeron D on Prescott core not support. RAM 2x DDR1 HDD 2xIDE 1 AGP slot 2 PCI slots Audio and
GB LAN onboard. If you do not know whether your CPU is compatible with this motherboard, please
ask me about it.

https://penoplex24.ru/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628a1ca34abd0-
--Canon-imageclass-d880-manual-download.pdf

Also look my other items and ask me if you are interested in something, many different models of
HDD, SSD, MB, RAM, Videocard, Back panel, coolers, power supply and other. In accordance with
the world rules of electrical regulation safety, I remind you that this device should only be used for
its intended purpose as part of the computer, observing the safety rules. Ebay began to hide the
buyers phone number, so that the courier could contact you and eliminate unsuccessful delivery,
write your phone number when making a purchase or a separate message. Auction Policies Used
Item Disclaimer Because this item is used it will show minimum to moderate cosmetic wear and may
have some noticeable dents, scratches, scuffs, sticker residue, dust, and other wear. NOT ALL
ITEMS ARE ELIGIBLE TO BE SHIPPED TO A P.O. BOX.A HOME OR BUSINESS ADDRESS MAY BE
REQUIRED.PLEASE CONTACT US PRIOR TO PURCHASEIF A P.O. BOX IS YOUR ONLY OPTION
Customer Pick Up If you are in or around the Seattle area and would like to pick your purchase up in
person, you can come by and pick it up during business hours. Returns due to Compatibility or
Buyers Remorse Customers are responsible for checking compatibility of all parts. Returns due to
incompatibility or buyers remorse will be charged a 20% restocking fee. For local pickups, please
contact us directly so that we can have your item ready when you arrive. Address 1325 Chastain
Road, Suite 350, Kennesaw GA 30144Business hours We are open Monday through Friday from
800AM to 500PM Eastern Standard Time. We are not available for local pickups between the hours

https://penoplex24.ru/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1628a1ca34abd0---Canon-imageclass-d880-manual-download.pdf
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of 1200 and 100 or after 400. Category Motherboards Condition New Location USA Feedback
301812 98.6% Brand SHUTTLE COMPUTER MPN XH270 Color Black Welcome to Our ebay store.
All items that we ship have a tracking number. If your tracking number is available, it can be found
there. If there is no tracking number and you feel your item should have shipped already please let
us know and we will assist.

International Customers Import duties, taxes and charges are not included in the item price or
shipping charges. These charges are the buyers responsibility. These charges are normally collected
by the delivering freight shipping company or when you pick the item up do not confuse them for
additional shipping charges. All myGoods products are American wattage unless otherwise noted.
Products can be used internationally with a power converter or adapter purchased separately.Please
note You do not need to have a PayPal account to check out. Ebay will direct you to the PayPal
payment page where you can then enter your credit card information without requiring you to set up
PayPal account. When checking out, please double check that the address you would like to have
your order shipped to is the address showing as the ship to address. If you see a different address
than the One you want your order to be shipped to, just edit the address to your desired ship to
address. Return Policy We understand that returns and exchanges can often be a hassle. That is why
we try to make things as easy as possible for our valued customers. We will gladly accept returns for
refund or exchange within 30 days. Please contact us through the eBay messaging system to request
return authorization for you order. Please include your ebay user ID in your email for reference.
After 30 days you can use your manufactures warranty if one is included with the product
purchased. Returns of nondefective products may be subject to a 20% restocking fee. Nondefective
exchanges for different products than were originally purchased may also be subject to a 20%
restocking fee. Nondefective products must be unopened to be eligible for return. For all returns the
customer must assume shipping and handling costs back to our facility.All returns without the
proper authorization from myGoods are subject to return to buyer.

PPlease note Nondefective opened computer software and video game software may not be eligible
for return. We will be sure to reply to your message in a timely manner. Category Motherboards
Condition New Location USA Feedback 302109 98.6% Brand SHUTTLE COMPUTER MPN XH110
Color Black Welcome to Our ebay store. Multiple item combined shipping discounts are available.
Call us for details. Payments PayPal is our preferred method of payment. We accept most major
credit cards. Corporate purchase orders are acceptable upon credit approval. Please call before
bidding. Per eBay rules, we reserve the right to reject winning bids from any user with hidden
information or negative feedback, or from users who have violated the terms of any of our past
auctions. Warranties and Returns If you receive a wrong or defective item please contact us by email
within 3 business days from the date you receive the product. All equipment comes with a standard
30 day replacement warranty. Unless otherwise noted. We reserve the right to replace or refund the
cost of the item including shipping costs on all warranty issues. Products received later than 7 days
after an RMA has been issued, cannot be accepted for return. Bidder is responsible for verifying
compatibility with existing equipment. Payment and Shipping descriptionWorldwide shipping via
airmail with tracking number.Ship goods by airmail not later than 3 business days after payment is
received except holidays and daysoff. Postage shipping Europe usually takes 15 and up to 30 days.
Delivery parcels to USA, Canada, Australia, Brazil perhaps still other can be 3065 days. Please be
patient. The speed of the international shipment does not depend on me. If you are not willing to
wait in case of delay, please do not buy the lot. Accepted only PayPal payments. Package include 1x
MK32 1x CD with drivers PayPal only. If you do not agree to these terms, do not make the purchase
or send an offer.

If you do not see an accessory in the pictures and it is not specifically listed as included in the
condition description or the listing description, the accessory is not included. Please read the



descriptions completely for exceptions on this. We go beyond that by promising that if you are
dissatisfied for any reason and if we cannot fix this with you, we will give you 100% of your purchase
price back as a cash refund.If you choses USPS for your international shipment, you may be told you
have to select FedEx or USPS or even DHL at a higher price due to the restrictions when using
USPS. If you have a question on this, please confirm your shipping choice with us before placing
your order.Any product you return must be in the same condition you received it and in the original
packaging.Paint chips are sometimes but not always repaired. Lime and rust deposits are removed
to the best of our ability. Some minor repairs may be performed. Any exceptional wear will be noted
in our description. We do our best to restore any used item but the final condition the restoration is
subjective to ones opinion. If you take issue with an Items condition we promise to work with you to
resolve this. Note that stock photos are often used and are not the exact item being sold. If you
would like to request a different or an actual photo of an Item you are interested in, please submit a
request before buying. Confused by the part numbers. Keep in mind that many companies make
parts for many different brand names.If you choses USPS for your international shipment, you may
be told you have to select FedEx or USPS or even DHL at a higher price due to the restrictions when
using USPS. Keep in mind that many companies make parts for many different brand names.If you
do not see an accessory in the pictures and it is not specifically listed as included in the condition
description or the listing description, the accessory is not included.

We go beyond that by promising that if you are dissatisfied for any reason and if we cannot fix this
with you, we will give you 100% of your purchase price back as a cash refund.If you do not see an
accessory in the pictures and it is not specifically listed as included in the condition description or
the listing description, the accessory is not included. We go beyond that by promising that if you are
dissatisfied for any reason and if we cannot fix this with you, we will give you 100% of your purchase
price back as a cash refund.AMD Athlon 64 enthusiasts have been begging for this implementation
and they must be prepared to be blown away by the performance and the new style of this SFF
incarnation.If you do not see an accessory in the pictures and it is not specifically listed as included
in the condition description or the listing description, the accessory is not included. Keep in mind
that many companies make parts for many different brand names.Based on the leadingedge NVIDIA
nForce 570 MCP chipset, it supports AMDs new generation Socket AM2 CPUs with Quad DDR2800
support and features a 400W power supply. AMD Athlon 64 enthusiasts have been begging for this
implementation and they must be prepared to be blown away by the performance and the new style
of this SFF incarnation. ZOMBIE COMPONENTSShuttle FN27 V1.3 motherboard for XPC SN27P2
Shuttle FN27 V1.3 motherboard for XPC SN27P2 The Shuttle XPC Barebone SN27P2 is housed in
the new P2 chassis. Based on the leadingedge NVIDIA nForce 570 MCP chipset, it supports AMDs
new generation Socket AM2 CPUs with Quad DDR2800 support and features a 400W power supply.

PAYMENT We accept payment by any of the following methods PayPal PREFERRED WE CAN ALSO
ACCEPT CASH ON PICK UP, PROCESS CREDIT CARDS THROUGH PAYPAL OR OTHER FORMS OF
PAYMENT BUT WE ASK THAT YOU COORDINATE THIS WITH US PRIOR TO MAKING A
PURCHASESHIPPING ALSO PLEASE NOTE THAT WE MAY TAKE UP TO 3 BUSINESS DAYS TO
SHIP FROM THE TIME YOU ORDERED, WEEKENDS ARE NOT COUNTED.If you choses USPS for
your international shipment, you may be told you have to select FedEx or USPS or even DHL at a
higher price due to the restrictions when using USPS. We go beyond that by promising that if you
are dissatisfied for any reason and if we cannot fix this with you, we will give you 100% of your
purchase price back as a cash refund.Based on the leadingedge NVIDIA nForce 570 MCP chipset, it
supports AMDs new generation Socket AM2 CPUs with Quad DDR2800 support and features a 400W
power supply. Category Cartes meres Condition Used Location France Feedback 5681 98.7% Carte
mere SHUTTLE FB77 V1.2 sans plaque socket 775. Tres bon etat testee OK. Pour les achats en
grande quantite nhesitez pas a nous contacter pour obtenir des reductions. Condition NEW SYSTEM
PULL Product has been removed from NEWOEM surplus system that has never gone into service.



Shipping is not refundable unless item received was not as described in the listing.Returns must
include all accessories that were received. Failure to follow these instructions will result in delays in
processing the return.Please contact us through the eBay message service and allow at least 1
business day for a response. Business Hours Monday to Friday 900 AM to 500 PMEastern
TimeClosed on Holidays and Weekends Feedback PolicyLike many other Sellers, we adopted the
Feedback policy which works well for both Our Customers and Us. Regularly we go through the feed
back file and submit the feedback for those who filed feedback for us.

This policy ensures that everyone receives proper recognition and makes the process easier and
smoother for both parties. Package include 1x AN31N 1x CD with drivers PayPal only. If it doesnt
have a screen shot it probably doesnt work. Each system tested for 24 hours. All components will be
shipped in antistatic wrap Be sure to enlarge photos for a good look. What you see is what you get.
Sometimes I may miss some detail or information that may be important to you so please ask
questions. We want every buyer to be completely satisfied with their purchase. I try my best to
accurately describe each item. What You See Is What You Get. Trusted eBay member since 1999.
What You See Is What You Get! 5 reasons why you should buy from me! 1. Trusted eBay seller for
over 13 years 2. Easy returns 3. Each item is tested and inspected 4. Friendly customer service and
technical assistance 5. Your purchases are well packed and insured for your protection My Photos
are of the actual unit you buying. If you have an question please email me. Return Policy.If you are
not happy with your purchase return it for a full refund. Category Motherboards Condition Used
Location Portugal Feedback 314 100% Compatible CPU Brand Intel Socket Type Socket 1 Expansion
Slots AGP, ISA, PCI Memory Type SDRAM Number of Memory Slots 4 Brand Shuttle Form Factor
ATX Motherboard SHUTTLE HOT661 661V31 Socket 1 AGP 3x ISA 4x PCI and Intel Pentium II
SL2U3 3x 128MB Retro Vintage Mainboard Used Tested WorkingActual photo of the product
saleUSED but in good condition. Package include 1x MK35 1x CD with drivers PayPal only. Some
countries will be more than expected.Payment MethodWe only accept payment via the service of
PayPal.Returns 14 days after receiving the item. Return shipping will be paid by buyer. After
receiving the goods are returned money back. Accessories, remotes, software, power cords, cables,
etc.This auction only includes what is pictured. Accessories, remotes, software, power cords, cables,
etc.
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